Environmental Health in Indian Country Institute

March 17th 8:30AM-4:30PM
CHI Health Center in Omaha, NE
the pre-summit day of NIHB Tribal Public Health Summit

For those interested in..
• Environmental health as a priority health issue
• Clean water, land, and air in Tribal communities
• Tribal adaptation to climate change
All topics based off National Indian Health Board's listening sessions in Indian Country!

Hear from...
• Nikki Ducheneaux, Lead Litigator fighting DAPL
• Shannon Seneca & Elissa Parker, Seneca Nation Health System
• Wilfred J. Nabahe, National Tribal Air Association
• Shasta Gaughen & Angie Hacker, Pala Band of Mission Indians
• And federal partners!

*Travel assistance available. Please inquire with SZdunek@nihb.org.

Visit nihb.org for more information.

Join NIHB for a day of training and discussion!